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Synopsis
Learn the facts and debunk the fictions about contemporary families. Looking at modern families through the context of diversity, inequality, and social change, FamilyInequality.com blogger and demographer Philip N. Cohen brings a fresh approach to the sociological study of family life. The text features a wealth of original, interactive graphics of contemporary family trends and encourages students to be savvy consumers of media. Integrated workshops based on activities from Cohen’s undergraduate course give students the opportunity to apply what they learn in the book to their own lives.
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Customer Reviews
This is a great book to help you out with any sociology classes you will have. It gives you so much information on past events in current with the graphs, surveys, etc. that will really help. This has been very helpful and informative, and has taught me a lot about how our culture and society has developed.

I teach Sociology of the Family and use this text. It is highly readable, clear and fully supported with research. My students love it and actually read it and that is a high compliment for a college text. There will be a new edition coming out next year, but this text is impressive and current. Philip Cohen is an highly qualified professor and author.

I just received the book today, so I have not had a chance to read a couple chapters. I glanced
through the table of contents and there are several interesting topics. Looking forward to reading the book. So much has changed lately concerning the family and marriage. I want to find out what’s going on. I am of the old school, and I will not be changing my mind.

Used this book for a sociology class and found it to be very informative. The graphics kept it intriguing and the narrative was well put. Glad I bought it to keep, instead of renting.

I like the practicality of experiences and examples used it the book when discussing various contemporary issues.

This textbook help in my learning process

Has great examples

Great condition
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